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 Take the field with a new AI companion that will help you manage your campaigns. Choose from a roster of over 20 heroes
from the original game and play solo or with friends in multiplayer! The Edain mod for the First Battle for Middle-earth mod

was created to be a great alternative experience to the original Battles for Middle-earth mod. The mod is available for free here.
I hope you will enjoy it, and I would like to see you on the battlefield with your own brothers and their companions. If you have
any feedback please leave them in the comments below or send them to me via email at [email protected] Some improvements
were made with this version over the original mod. Mainly the inclusion of heroes from Shadow of Mordor, such as the Ranger
and the Witch Hunter. These heroes were created with the intention of giving the player more options to choose from and still

have the Battle for Middle-earth feel. The Ranger was put in the middle slot as a balance choice between the Fighter, the Wizard
and the Cavalier, with the Witch Hunter as the replacement for the Bard. One of the new additions was the inclusion of the
Witch Huntress from Shadow of Mordor, as a hero that can be summoned for the army of the Witch-King. She has great

synergy with the other hero from Shadow of Mordor, the Ranger, as she can be summoned to perform the Ranger's Mark of
Ruin ability, which is an attack that summons wraiths to deal damage and heal the player. This makes the Witch Huntress an
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excellent choice for a ranged or support role in any army. Another new addition was the Herald. In the original game, the Herald
is a very powerful and versatile hero that can be chosen for any army. In this version I decided to balance him out a little bit

more. I took the best available option from Shadow of Mordor and changed him into a Cavalier with a new ability called
Banisher. Banisher allows the player to summon two protectors to give some assistance against certain enemies, but it also
makes them a bit more vulnerable to damage, so it's important to use them carefully. As this version of the mod is a beta

version, I hope you'll try it out and send me your feedback. I also hope you'll enjoy it. Hi! Just wanted to drop you guys a quick
heads up about an upcoming update. I'm going to be doing some balancing on some of the heroes of this mod in this update,
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